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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will present a theory of quadratic forms which is applicable 
to generalized Fredholm quadratic forms of the second hind. That is, the 
problem of eigenvalues for compact operators of 2nth order linear selfadjoint 
integral differential systems in integrated form. 
More explicitly assume we are given arcs x(t) = (x1(t), x2(t),..., x,(t)) which 
define equations 
(Lx,/3 = l,..., p; ;,i = 0 ,..., n) where R:(t), R::‘,(t), K$(s, t), K$(s, t) satisfy 
smoothness and symmetric properties sufficient to guarantee that the 2nth order 
eigenvalue, integral differential system 
g h?V)l - yg K-l(~)l + ... + (-I)” T;(t) 
- h g [Tsn(t)] - -g t [3-l(t)] + *-- + (-1)” $(t)/ = 0, 
if it exists, is the Euler-Legrange equation for an appropriate quadratic form. 
In the above pi” denotes the ith derivative of the rvth component function, 
repeated indices are summed, Z?(t) is positive definite and Pn(t) is identically 
zero. 
We note the integrated form, 7$(t) - w;-‘(t) - h[?$(t) - @g-‘(t)] = 0, of 
the 2nth order will exist; if this system can be differentiated n times we obtain 
the system exhibited above. Furthermore our methods are sufficiently general 
to handle multieigenvalue problems where h = (A, ,..., A,) and where we have 
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$1(t) ,...; F;a(t) ,...; $3(t) ,...; *.. ; 5#) )..., ?B,, . In fact the term A{...} in the Euler- 
Lagrange (above) can be replaced by h,{dn/dtfl[~~~(t)] - ... + (-l)% ?i,“,] 
(2 = l,..., 9; I summed). For convenience we will assume that 4 = 1. 
This outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present the basic 
quadratic form and integral-differential equations. The connection between 
the quadratic form theory and the Euler-Lagrange equations, plus the trans- 
versality conditions, are the main results. In Section 3 we present a very general 
approximation theory for problems in Section 2. This theory follows from the 
ideas in Reference [l]. The main results of this paper are the inequalities given 
in Theorems 6 and 7. In Section 4 these results are interpreted to obtain a 
general theory for eigenvalues of compact operators in this setting. Of special 
interest is the interpretation if two of our three parameters (approximation 
parameter Q, eigenvalue parameter A, and focal point parameter I/J) are held 
fixed while the third parameter varies. In Section 5 we show that our approxima- 
tion (using splines) lead to a numerical approximation theory for eigenvalues 
of compact operators. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we give the basic quadratic form theory leading to the integral- 
differential equation described in Section 1. 
The fundamental Hilbert Space & considered in this paper is the set of 
functions z(2) = [xl(t),..., s(t)] whose oath component, z,(t), is a real valued 
function defined on the interval a < t < b of class P-l; z:-‘)(t) is absolutely 
continuous and z:‘(t) is Lebesgue square integrable on a < t < b. The inner 
product is given by 
(x, y) = x~$z)yy(a) + s,p xyt) y?‘(t) dt 
where CY = l,..., p; k = 0 ,..., n - 1; superscripts denote the order of differentia- 
tion; and repeated indices (except for n) are summed. 
The fundamental quadratic form G(x; A) is given by G(x; A) = J(X) - AK(x) 
where 
l(x) = w + sp @i(t) x’“‘(t) $‘(t) dt a 
+ 1”s” K& t) x!)(s) x;‘(t) ds at, 
a a 
K(x) = R(x) + J” R$(t) x?‘(t) xi’(t) at 
a 
+ jabs,” K;ig(s, t) x:)(s) x!‘(t) ds dt, 
P-4 
(2b) 
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(ar, /3 = I,..., p; i,j = 0 ,..., n), where R$(t) = R&(t) and &(t) = R%(t) are 
essentially bounded and integrable functions on a < t < b; H(x) = 
A$x~~‘(u) $‘(u) and n(x) = ~~,$~k)(a) x?)(u); & = Ai: and Jkz = Jj,” 
(k, I = o,..., 7t - 1) are 2n2p2 real numbers; K$(s, t) = Kjt(t, s) and &,(s, t) = 
-i”i” 
K$(t, s) are essentially bounded and integrable functions on a < t Q b; 
qyt) r,rg 3 hnh% holds almost everywhere on a < t \( b for every T = 
6.5 ,‘**> TV) in Ep (Euclidean p space) and some h > 0; R:;(t) identically zero 
for each 01, ,!I and t. 
Let k% denote the subspace of JZ! such that x is in 9 if and only if 
L,(x) = M&x?)(u) = 0, xi’(b) = 0 (34 
(a,B=l,..., p; K,Z=O ,..., n-l; y=l,.,., m\(np) where M& are real 
numbers such that the linear functions L,(x) are linearly independent on SZ’. 
Let %9 a < # < b, d enote the subspace of 9Y whose component functions 
x,(t) satisfy 
x?‘(t) = 0 on $ < t < b for K = 0, l,..,, n - 1. (3b) 
For any arc x(t) in c&’ set 
and 
&t) = R%(t) x!‘(t) + j-b K$(s t) x:‘(s) ds 
a 
T;(t) = R;;(t) x!‘(t) + Iab K;;(s, t) x!‘(s) ds 
(4) 
for almost all t on a < t < b. Define the recursive relations 
r+“(t) = j-” [Q’(S) - $-l(s)] ds + cok, 
a 
uBk(t) = s’ [F~‘(s) - u;-~(s)] ds + cB” 
a 
where cso ,..., ci-’ and ~~0 ,..., $-l are real numbers. Let G(x, y; A) be the bilinear 
form associated with G(x; A) that is G(x; A) = G(x, x; A) where 
G(x, y; A) = A $x$‘(u) &‘(a) + j-” R$(t) x!‘(t) yf’(t) dt 
a 
+ s,“s,” K$(s, t) x!)(s) y;‘(t) ds dt - h I iik$‘k’(u) yf’(u) 01 a (6) 
+ s,” z;(t) x$(t) y!)(t) dt + s.“s,” K:;(s, t) x!‘(s) y:‘(t) ds dt/ , 
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THEOREM 1. Let G(x; h) be the quadratic form given by (6). There exists an 
arc x = (xl(t),..., x,(t)) in d and a real number X, such that G(x, y; A,,) = 0 for 
all Y = (Y&>YV r,(t)) in a(#) if and only if there exists constants cBo,..., ci-‘, 
-0 C6 ,***> 53 -n-1 in (7) and constants e, ,..., e, can be chxxen such that the Euler equations 
Ts”(t) - v~-l(f) - xo[F6s”(t) - e;-“(t)] = 0 (S = l,...,P) (7) 
holds almost everywhere on a < t < #, and the transversality conditions 
(& - )\,A$) x?‘(a) + e$$ - [vBz(a) - A,Q’(a)] = 0 (8) 
hold at t = a. 
The proof of this result follows in the expected way from the method 
of “integration by parts” or by the Riesz Representation Theorem for 
Hilbert Spaces. For n = 1, h = 0 and Kz(s, t) identically zero for all indices, 
the results may be found in Hestenes [6; p. 535 and pp. 541, 5421. More generally 
the results with h = 0 are found in Lopez [7]. 
We note that (7) is the integrated form of the 2nth order selfadjoint integral- 
differential system 
-g [Q”(t)] - g; [p(t)] + ... + (-l)* 72(t) 
! 
(9) 
-A -g [TB”(t)] - -f&g [“;-l(t)] + . . . t (-I)” g(t)] = 0. 
III. APPROXIMATION THEORY 
In this section of our paper we present the fundamental approximation 
results. These results are generalizations of those in Reference [l] to 
the problem considered in this paper. For convenience we will first give the 
setting and results of [I] and then the extension to our setting. The major 
results are the inequalities in Theorem 6. 
We now state the approximation hypothesis given in [I]. These hypotheses 
are contained in conditions (10) and (11). In this section & will denote a Hilbert 
space with inner product (x, y) and norm I/ x 11 = (x, x)1/z. Strong convergence 
will be denoted by x, 3 x0 and weak convergence by x, -+ x0 . 
Let Z be a metric space with metric p. A sequence {uJ in .Z converges to os 
in Z, written ur -+ us , if lim,=, p(o, , uO) = 0. For each (T in Z let d(u) be a 
closed subspace of JZY such that 
if u, --+ 0, , x, in &(ur), x, --+ y. then y. is in &au,); (104 
if x0 is in &(uo) and E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 (lob) 
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such that whenever p(u, q,) < 6, there exists X, in S?‘(U) satisfying 11 x0 - X, 11 < E. 
For each u in 2 let J(x; u) be a quadratic form defined on LX?(U) with J(x, y; u) 
the associated bilinear form. For r = 0, 1, 2,... let X, be in &(a,), y7 in a(q) 
such that: if x, --+ x0 , yr 2 y,, and uT ---f u0 then 
& inf J(G 4 b J(xo; uo>; Ulb) 
and 
implies x, e- x0 . (114 
The form J(x) is eZZz$ic on J&’ if conditions (11 b) and (1 lc) hold with J(x) 
replacing J(x; u) and &’ replacing d(u). The signature (index) of Q(x) on a 
subspace .9 of d is the dimension of a maximal, linear subclass d of 9 such 
that x # 0 in d implies Q(x) < 0. The nullity of Q(X) on 9 is the dimension 
of the space go = {x in 9 ( Q(x, y) = 0 for ally in 9). It can be shown that the 
sum of the index and nullity is the dimension of a maximal subclass %r of 9 
such that x # 0 in 3 implies Q(X) < 0. Finally the bilinear form Q(x, y) is 
compact if xQ + x0 and y4 -+ y. implies Q(xq , y@) + Q(xo , yO). Q(x) is compact 
if Q(x, y) is. 
Theorems 2 and 3 have been given in [l]. 
THEOREM 2. Assume conditions (lOa), (11 b) and (1 lc) hold. Then for any 
q, in .Z there exists 6 > 0 such that p(uo , U) < 6 implies 
S(u) + 44 < s(uo) + n(u,). (12) 
THEOREM 3. Assume conditions (lob) and (1 la) hold. Then for any u. in Z 
there exists S > 0 such that p(ao , o) < S implies 
To extend Theorems 2 and 3 we proceed as follows: For each u in Z let 
Akz. om J At;E, , R;&,(t), R:,(t), K$,(s, t), and Kj&,(s, t) be defined satisfying the 
‘r same conditions respectively as A,, , A$ , R:(t), R$(t), K$(s, t) and K$(s, t) 
in Section 2. Assume A$, , At;,, , R:;,(t), R$Jt), K$(s, t), and K$(s, t) are 
continuous in u. Let 
J(x; 0) = Aa~o e ” xtk)(a) xf’(a) + 1” R$,(t) x’,i’ (t)x$$’ (t) dt 
a 
K:;,(s, t) x:)(s) x(‘)(t) 03 dt D (14) 
and 
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+ jab jab iT:i,&, t) x&i’(s) x:‘(t) ds dt 
be defined on d(o) such that the coefficients A$, , xti,, K$,(s, t), K&(s, t), 
l&,(t), R,,(t) are continuous (almost everywhere) in u and such that (10) holds. 
Theorem 6 is the major theorem in this paper. It proceeds in two steps, 
namely Theorem 4 and Theorem 5. Theorem 4 is obtained by the obvious 
modification of the proof of Theorems 12 and 13 in Reference [l] to our problem. 
Theorem 6 is a “projection” theorem and is obtained by the obvious modifica- 
tion of the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 in Reference [3] to our problem. 
Let M = R x [a, b] x .Z be a metric space with metric d defined by 
d(p., ,KJ = I h - 4 I + I & - +I 1 + p(u, ,ul) where pi = (hi , A ,ui) is in 
M (i = 1,2). For each p in M define 
G(x; p) = J(x; u) - hK(x; u) (15) 
on the space S?(p) = S&‘(U) n GY(#). Let s(p) = s(X, $I, U) and n(p) = n(A, $J, u) 
denote respectively the index and nullity of G(p) on S(p). 
THEOREM 4. For any p0 = (A,, b, uo) in M there exists 6 > 0 such that 
p = (A, b, u) in M, d(p, P,,) < 6 imply 
This result follows as described above by showing that conditions (10) and 
(11) hold with p replacing u and G replacing J. Condition (11), in the CL, G 
“setting ” follows by the characterization of weak and strong convergence on 
our space with inner product (1) and the recognition that if R$Qt) were 
identically zero for each t that G(x; CL) is a compact form on g. 
THEOREM 5. The spaces (C@(I+): a < I,IJ < b} described by (3a) and (3b) sati@ 
(10) in the a’, $ notation. 
THEOREM 6. For my p0 = (A,, I&, , uO) in M there exists 6 > 0 such that 
P = (4 #, 0) in M, d(p, po) < 6 imp2y 
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COROLLARY 7. Assume 8 > 0 has been chosen such that p = (h, #, a), 
2; (h, , I,& , CT,,), d(p, p,,) < 6 imply inequalities (17) hold. If n(h, , #,, , CT,,) = 0 
s(h $4 4 = s(A3 , $43 9fJ0) and n(h, #, u) = 0. w 
IV. INTERPRETATION OF INEQUALITIES 
The purpose of this section is to interpret (17) and (18) to obtain an approxi- 
mation theory for eigenvalues of compact operators. 
Very briefly, Hestenes [6] or Gregory [I] shows that if J(x) is an elliptic 
form, K(X) is a compact form; J(x; A) = J(X) - AK(x); s(h) and n(h) are index 
and nullity of J(x; A); J(X) > 0 whenever K(x) < 0, x # 0 then: (i) there exists 
a real number A* such that s(h*) = 0, (ii) s(h) is a nondecreasing function of h 
if h < A*, (iii) s(A) is discontinuous at A,, if and only if n(A,,) # 0 where n(h) 
is the jump in s(h) at A,, (iv) the set A, = {A: n(A) # 0) has no finite limit 
point, and (v) A, coincides with the eigenvalues (or their reciprocals) of compact, 
linear, self adjoint operators (quadratic forms). 
We digress to interpret Theorem 6 for integral-differential equations of 
type (7) or (9) subject to the transversality conditions (8). For each u in Z 
and real h let G(p) be defined on Z(p) be given by (15), let 
&t) = R;;,(t) xi(t) + jab K,iQs, t) x!‘(s) ds 
$(t) = R&(t) x;(t) + j-” K&(s, t) $‘(d)ds, 
a 
(4)0 
40(t) = s” s 
t 
a &s) ds + c:m , 6;,,(s) ds = T;,,(S) ds + zjo (5a)* 
a 
wB” (t) = J’,” [d (s) - $2(s)] ds + & , 
(5b)a 
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be associated with equations (4), (5), (7), (8), and (9) in the obvious manner. 
We recall that the nullity of Q(X) on D is the dimension of D, = {x in D: 
Q(x, y) = 0 for all y in D). Then by Theorem 1 we have 
THEOREM 8. The integer n(A, #, u) is the number of distinct nonzero solutions 
x(t) = (x&)7 x&),..., x,(t)) to 
7;o(t) - v;;yt> - q?,&(t) - qp(t)] = 0 
satisfying the transversality conditions, 
and the boundary conditions 
M&,x$(a) = 0, x&h) = 0 
(01, fi = l,..., p; K, 2 = 0 ,..., n - 1; y = l,..., m < np). 
(19) 
We remark that Theorem 8 is the link between Fredholm integral-differential 
equations of the second kind and our theory of indices. In the remainder of 
this section our results will be in terms of the indices s(X, I/J, u) and n(h, I/, u). 
We leave to the reader the obvious interpretation of these results, in light of 
Theorem 8 and the next definition, to the solution of integral-differential 
equations with transversality and boundary conditions. 
Let us in Z and I,$, in [a, b] be given. A real number A is an eigenvalue (charac- 
teristic value) of J( X; uO) relative to K(x; uo) on d(uo) n 23(&J if n(h, 4s , us) # 0. 
The number n(h, 4 0 , q,) is its multiplicity. An eigenvalue h will be counted 
the number of times equal to its multiplicity. If h is an eigenvalue and x,, # 0 
in 44 n W,) such that J(xa , y; us) =X(x,, , y; us) for ally in d(u,,) n S(&,) 
then x0 is an eigenvector corresponding to h. 
The next result has been obtained in Reference [l; Theorems 16 and 191 
under a much less general setting than this paper. Because of elhpticity, compact- 
ness, the hypothesis on (6@($): a < $ < b}, and the strength of our approxima- 
tion results; Theorems 9 and 10 are immediate (thought nontrivial) consequences 
of the arguments cited, whose proof is left as an exercise. 
If for fixed u and JI we obtain a h* as described at the beginning of this section 
we will devote the kth eigenvalue greater than h* by X,-r , the kth eigenvalue 
less than h* by hml, . We will use the notation &(a, 4) and &,(u, (I/) etc. The 
purpose of the next two theorems is to show that our approximating problems 
behave like a fixed problem. 
THEOREM 9. Let a,, in Z be given and assume J(x; u,,) > 0 whoever x # 0 
in &(uQ) n a!, K(x; uO) < 0. Then there exists 77 > 0 such that pQ = (A, , &, , a,,), 
r. = (A, #, a), d(p, pO) < 7 impZy J(x; u) > 0 whenever x # 0 in <d(u) n a($), 
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K(x; o) d 0. Furthermore there exists h* and 6 > 0 such that p0 = (X*, y& , u,,), 
P = (4 #, (I), d(~, pLg) < 6 implies G(x; p) > 0 on d(o) n kiY($). 
THEOREM 10. Let a,, in Z and &, in (a, b) be given such that J(x; uO) > 0 
wheneve-r x # 0 in &(a,) n 9, K( x; uo) < 0. Assume x’, h” (h’ < h”) are not 
eigenvalues of u0 , & and there exists k eigenvalues of u,, , I,& on (A’, A”). Then 
there exists E > 0 such that j 16 - I/+, / + p( (T, q,) < E implies there are exactly k 
eigenvalues of u on (A’, A”). 
More exph-itly zjr ~,&, qJ ,< &+,(#, , qJ < -.- d A,+k-,(#o , qJ are the 
k eigenvalues of(&, , a,,) on (h’, A”) then A,(#, U) < A,+,(#, o) d .a. < &+&& o) 
are the k eigenvalues of (4, a) on (h’, h”). 
COROLLARY 11. Ij the nth eigenvazue &(u, #) (n = 0, &l, -+2 ,,..) exists for 
u = a0 and z/ = &, it exists in a neighborhood M = {(#, u): \ # - &, \ + 
Ph 00) -c 4 of ($0 9 a 0 ) and is a continuousfunction of (It, u). 
If u. is given our inequalities can be interpreted in two ways: (i) If A, is fixed 
then $A, , +, uo) counts the number of distinct nonzero solutions of 
$oo, - q300 a-1 - A,,($,, - $6’) = 0 satisfying (8),0 and (19) on the interval 
(a, #). This is a focal point or focal interval phenomena (See Reference [2]). 
(ii) Conversely if #a is fixed then h = s(X, lcIo , uo) counts the number of eigen- 
;:l~t~A~$+~, 2) (including multiplicity) between X*(llr, , ua) and A. That is 
O--l-- -.-<&.,<A or h<h_h~X-h+l~...~~X-2~h--l<h*. 
In either case there exists E > 0 such that p. = (h, , #o , uo), p = (A, 9, u), 
GL, PO) < c implies (i) the number of distinct nonzero solutions of 
T&(t) - v;;'(t) - h(+$,(t) - @i;'(t)) = 0 satisfying (8), and (19) is the same 
as the number of distinct nonzero solutions of f&Jt) - v&i(t) - A+($Jt) - 
F$&‘) = 0 satisfying (8), and (19) or (ii) th e number of eigenvalues hi between 
X+&u) and h is the same as the number of eigenvalues hi between A*($, , ao) 
0’ 
V. NUMERICAL EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS VIA SPLINES 
In this section we will consider a special case of our previous setting, namely, 
d(u) wil1 be the space of spline functions defined below. In this case the indices 
s(A, #, U) and n(h, 4, u) become the number of negative and zero eigenvalues 
of a real symmetric matrix so that the indices s(h, , #o , a,) can be approximated 
in the sense of (17) and (18) by finite dimensional problems. 
The notation is a modification of the notation in Sections 3 and 4: Let 
.Z = {u: u = l/m (m = 1, 2, 3,...)) u (0). The metric on Z is the absolute value 
function j I. Let Y = [a, b] and M = R x Y x ,ZY with metric d(t+, p2) = 
I A2 -A1~+~~2-~1~+/u2-u1~ where~I=(hi,+i,uJinM(i=1,2). 
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We define s(p) = s(h, $, o) and n(p) = n(h, 4, u) to be the index and nullity 
of the quadratic form G(x; CL) on the space X(p) = B($) n &‘(a) defined 
below. 
For each nonzero CT in ,Z the space &(a) is the space of spline functions of 
degree 2n-1 (or order 2n) with knots at the points Z-(U) s {ok = a. + K(b--a)/m: 
k = 0, l,..., m; urn = 11. The vector space d(u) has dimension P(m + 1). 
It is the space of arcs x(t) = x1(t),..,, x,(t)) where each x,(t) is a polynomial 
of degree at most 2n - 1 on each subinterval (uk , ak+i) and such that the 
2n - 2th derivative of x,(t) is continuous on [a, b]. 
The quadratic forms G(x; CL) are defined similar to (14) and (15) in the 
following way: Assume that a0 is fixed and that J(x; us) and K(x; Q) are fixed 
quadratic forms given by(14) and defined on S? where R:;,,,(t), fTz,Jt),K$,o(S, t), 
and x$oO(~, t) are continuous for all indices i, j, iy, /I. Define 
on the space g(+). Let s(h, $, 0) and n(/\, 4, 0) be the index and nullity of 
G(x; A, #, 0) on g(#>. 
For each u f 0 define K,$&s, t) = Kz,o(s, t), K$+(s, t) = .E$,~(s, t), 
R&(t) T R$,o(t), and p&,,(t) = &Jt) where t = (uk + a,+,)/2 if uL < t < 
ak-~l and s L= (Uk + a,+,)/2 if ak < s < ++i (12 = O,..., m - 1). Finally define 
K,;,&, t) x:(s) x;(t) ds dt 
and 
+ j-” R&(t) x!‘(t) x;‘(t) dt, 
a 
+ 1” Rzod(t) x:‘(t) x:‘(t) dt 
‘a 
and 
G(x; A, ~4 0) = I@; Ib, u> - AK@; 11, u) (22) 
on the space S(4) n d(u) where a, < # < uk+r .
As above it can be shown that there exists 6 > 0 such that p0 = (ha, Z/J,,  0) 
and p = (X, (CI, u) in M, d(p, pO) < 6 implies 
4%J d S(P) d 6) + n(P) G 4d + n(h)* (23) 
Furthermore Theorems 9 and 10 hold in this setting. The obvious interpretation 
will be left to the reader. Finally from Theorem 11 we have convergence of the 
eigenvalues for the finite dimensional problem to the eigenvalues for the u,, 
problem. fu‘amely 
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THEOREM 12. The kth eigenvalue &(o, 6) . 1s a continuous function of o and 9 
for a < $ < b. 
It can be shown by methods similar to those in [4] that if (I is not zero and 
% G9 <%+1, then s(h, I,!+ CJ) is the number of negative eigenvalues of a 
(k + 1) x p real symmetric submatrix of a matrix D(h, u) which is sparse 
(a preponderence of zeros). For p = 1 and n = 1 we obtain a tridiagonal 
matrix. For p = 1 we note that the elements of a basis for d(u) have support 
on at most 2n intervals [ak , ak+J. Th us our matrix is in 4n - lth “diagonal 
form.” The number of negative eigenvalues can thus be obtained by a generalized 
Sturm sequence argument applied to a difference equation of the form 
uz = Cl,Z%-1+ ~2.1%--2 + ..* + c~~-~,~z+-~~+~ where uz is the determinant of 
the 1 x 1 submatrix of D(A, u) made up of the first 1 rows and columns and 
e1 < 4 < az . 
These methods are currently being applied to give an efficient, feasible 
algorithm when n = 1 for problems in this setting. In particular we derive in 
other papers (for the first time) a numerical eigenvalue, Euler-Lagrange, 
difference system which finds single eigenvalues and double eigenvalues and 
the corresponding eigenvectors. Historically these problems have been obtained 
by methods which do not give accurate values for general problems and are 
not easy to implement. 
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